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Answer Key
English
Q.No.

61

Question
Recent scheme of evaluation outlined.......

62-

Remedial teaching should be carried.......

63-

Remedial program is designed keeping.......

646566-

Remedial teaching is a.......
The basic requirement of a language.......
Which one of the following is the most.......

676869-

In the above paragraph, 'In addition'.......
Either those children or my own son _____.......
In the above passage the author wants.......

7071727374757677787980818283-

Noisy children are a real headache. Two.......
Extract: Your love and pity doth the.......
'One proven way to beat an enemy is find.......
The Wolf with its belly stitched full of big.......
Which one of the following is sometimes.......
Which figure of speech is common.......
It's beautiful day. I–––––have brought.......
You should _______phone call with an.......
"What time shall we go shopping?" Let's see.......
Sonnets usually are in.......
A person who writes a play is.......
Identify the word in which the end.......
Pick out the correct transcription.......
Taking into account the principle.......

84-

Communicative Approach to English.......

85-

In Communicative Approach to teaching.......

86-

One of the language disorders is found.......

8788-

Language disorder means wen a child.......
Articulation error occurs due to.......

8990-

Remedial teaching involves.......
Communicative approach to Evaluation.......

Answer
(B)
Continuous
&
Comprehensive Evaluation
(C) Malady on language test and its
causes
(C) Each student’s strength and
weakness
(C) Systematic process
(A) Reliable
(A) Rehabilitation of the physically
challenged
(B) Addition
(B) has
(C) people who are physically
challenged are fit for
employment.
(A) The fallacy of equivocation
(A) abab
(B) Weak spot
(B) Simile
(A) Assonance
(A) Alliteration
(B) needn’t
(B) follow up
(B) play it by ear
(B) iambic pentameters
(A) playwright
(D) Conceit
All options are incorrect
(B) Desired goal of teaching English
language can be achieved
(C) Exploit sound psycholinguistic
and educational principles
(A) better to tolerate errors in
students’ attempt to express
their selves
(D) learner speaks the full
sentences
(D) Either or both (A) & (B)
(B) Slurring over and clipping
sounds
(C) Either (A) and/or (B)
(C) Both (A) & (B)

